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Abstract The work solves the problem of task and
motion planning of a self-reconfigurable fixture system.
A feasible solution is a key requirement for the viability

of such systems, which have raised hopes of overcoming
the deficiencies that more traditional fixtures are rec-
ognized to have in the dynamic conditions of modern

manufacturing, with its increasing emphasis on flexibil-
ity, adaptability, and automation. The paper proposes
an application-independent approach for the generation

of a time-relevant action plan for the locomotion, re-
configuration, and positioning of two or more mobile
robotic fixtures. The fixture agents need to provide lo-

cal support for a large workpiece during machining. The
path planning problem is converted into a constraint
satisfaction problem (CSP). The proposed approach is

called Triple-CSP, as it applies an incremental state
search to solve three hierarchical path planning tasks
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for the three components of each mobile fixture agent:
a supporting head, a mobile base, and a parallel ma-
nipulator, respectively. A final time-related trajectory

(time scaling of actions) for the agents’ entire task exe-
cution is obtained. Thus, the planner takes into account
all the relevant physical, geometrical, and time-related

constraints.
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1 Introduction

A fixture is a device for locating, constraining, and ad-
equately supporting a deformable workpiece during a
manufacturing operation [1–3]. Components made of

thin metallic or composite sheets are ubiquitous in au-
tomotive and aircraft manufacturing. For both aesthetic
and economic reasons they are becoming increasingly

common in other sectors. The fixtures traditionally used
in the manufacturing of thin-sheet metal parts are large
moulds reproducing the shape of the skin to be sup-

ported, but this type of fixture is part-specific and not
reconfigurable. Modular flexible fixture systems (MFFSs),
and single structure flexible fixture systems (SSFFS)

are intended to make retooling easer by providing lim-
ited reconfigurability. However, most FFSs still require
some human intervention to reconfigure and few are

suitable for thin sheets [4–6]. One attempt to automate
reconfiguration is the use of an SSFFS of the pin-bed
type, with a matrix of supports, which provides support

comparable to a mould-like fixture. The main disadvan-
tages are the high cost, as well as a reduced ability to
adapt easily and efficiently to parts of different sizes,

drawbacks in part linked to a lack of modularity.
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Robotic fixtureless assemblies (RFAs) replace tra-

ditional fixtures by robot manipulators equipped with
grippers that can cooperatively hold the workpiece [7,
8]. Using RAFs different parts can be manufactured

within one work-cell and transitions to other workpieces
can be done relatively quickly. However, existing and
proposed RAFs are suited only for rigid and relatively

small parts, as they use a limited number of traditional
non-mobile robots.

In keeping with current trends in manufacturing [9],

fixture systems are gradually being transformed to al-
low increased flexibility, reconfigurability, and automa-
tion [10]. Responding to such needs, a self-reconfigurable

fixture system, primarily targeted at the aerospace in-
dustry, has been developed within the inter-European
SwarmItFIX project [11,12]. The fixturing strategy uses

mobile parallel manipulators (so-called parallel kine-
matic machines, or PKM) continuously repositioning
to provide support to the thin-sheet workpiece near the

moving machine tool (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Two cooperating mobile agents supporting a work-
piece in the SwarmItFIX project

The SwarmItFIX fixturing system combines the ad-

vantages of RFAs with those of MFFSs, namely: ability
to distribute the support action, adaptability to part
shapes in a larger range, and high stiffness of the pro-

vided support. Each fixture element, referred to as a

physical agent, is composed of three distinct parts: a

mobile robot base, a parallel kinematic machine (PKM)
fixed to the mobile platform, and a supporting head
with shape adaptation an adhesion capabilities (a novel

design using phase-change magneto-rheological fluid and
vacuum suction). The mobility of each fixturing agent,
and the resulting possibility for the agents to group in

regions where a machining process is being executed, as
well as the ability of the supporting head to adapt to
the parts local geometry, ensure good fixturing support

with fewer agents for a large variety of workpieces and
manufacturing scenarios. This novel solution is seen as
more cost-effective when compared to both the use of

traditional solid moulds and existing reconfigurable fix-
tures with numerous extendable rods.

A key issue for the viability of such an autonomous
fixturing system is the ability to reliably and auto-
matically generate complete time-dependent task and

motion plans for the agents’ actions [13]. In view of
the clear need and potential of mobile-agent-based self-
reconfigurable systems, solving the arising complex plan-

ning problem becomes a research goal of significant im-
portance. The present paper provides the required so-
lution.

As planning involves the generation of a sequence of
fixturing configurations, the problem is to some degree

related to traditional fixture design. Although research
devoted to fixture design and optimization is extensive
[1,2,14,15], it invariably assumes passive fixtures and

static planning conditions. Recently, the problem of ac-
tive fixture design is attracting increased attention, e.g.
studying changing conditions due to moving loads [16].

Various techniques have been proposed for optimiza-
tion of fixture layout by formulating different objective

functions to determine the location of fixturing sup-
ports. In the research for compliant sheet metal parts,
Menassa and De Vries [1] use a finite element model

of the workpiece to model the deformation, and deter-
mine fixture locations by optimizing an objective that is
a function of the deformations at the nodes. The design

variables are three fixture locators on primary datum as
required by the ”3-2-1” principle. In [17] an optimiza-
tion algorithm to obtain the optimal number and loca-

tion of clamps that minimize the deformation of compli-
ant parts is proposed. Cai et al. [2] propose the ”N-2-1”
fixture layout principle for constraining compliant sheet

metal parts. This is used instead of the conventional
”3-2-1” principle to reduce deformation of sheet-metal
parts. They present algorithms for finding the best N

locating points such that total deformation of a sheet
metal is minimized. They use a finite element model
of the part with quadratic interpolation, constraining

nodes in contact with the primary datum to only in-
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plane motion. Nonlinear programming is utilized to ob-

tain the optimal fixture layout. DeMeter [14] introduces
a Fast Support Layout Optimization model to minimize
the maximum displacement-to-tolerance ratio of a set

of part features subject to a system of machining loads.
The speed-up of the optimization is obtained by a re-
duced stiffness matrix approach.

Similarly extensive literature exists on robot motion
planning. Thus, combinatorial motion planning algo-

rithms construct a discrete representation that exactly
represents the original C-space [18–20]. This leads to
complete planning approaches, which are guaranteed to

find a solution when it exists, or correctly report failure
if one does not exist.

However, this may result in an excessive computa-
tional burden in high dimensions, and in environments
described by a large number of obstacles. Avoiding such

a representation is the main underlying idea leading
to the development of sampling-based algorithms. The
most effective robot motion planning strategies today

are built upon sampling-based techniques, including the
Probabilistic RoadmapMethods (PRMs) [21] and Rapidly-
exploring Randomized Trees (RRTs) [22] and their vari-

ants. The general methodology of sampling-based algo-
rithms is to construct a graph (the roadmap) during
preprocessing to capture the connectivity of the valid

subset of the C-space and then to query the roadmap
to find a path for a given motion planning task [20,
23]. However, these algorithms may not terminate when

no collision-free path exists in the free space and may
sometimes fail to find a path, especially when one ex-
ists. Although the guiding ideas in the above path plan-

ning approaches can inform the search of the solution
of the stated problem, none can be applied directly.
One reasons is the higher complexity: note for example

that in our case a new robot planning problem must
be solved at every repositioning step, and the target
pose of the end-effector is also to be determined. On

the other hand, the rigorous and numerous manufactur-
ing requirements go beyond the usual obstacle avoid-
ance constraints. Robot motion planning can be also

viewed as an optimization problem that aims to mini-
mize a given objective function. Numerous approaches
have been proposed to solve this problem [20,24–26].

In the case of SwarmItFIX, the planning task con-
cerns much more than the classical motion planning

problem for a single robot. What is required is a timed
sequence of supporting-head placements, at acceptable
distances, neither too far nor too near, to both the

milled contour and each other. To realize these place-
ments, suitable and collision-free trajectories must be
found, for both the robot bases discretely moving on

the bench, and for the parallel manipulators’ changes of

configuration. Thus, the problem that would be named

path- and motion-planning in a conventional robotic
system, for SwarmItFIX is decomposed into three hi-
erarchical subproblems: head placements, mobile base

positioning, and manipulator motion.

For a highly reconfigurable system such as Swar-
mItFIX, the standard global-optimization approach to
both robot and fixture planning becomes of question-

able validity because of the presence of numerous, vari-
able, time dependent, and non-commensurate criteria.
While it may be possible to reasonably select a single

scalar objective function when the fixturing problem is
narrowly defined in terms of the type of the part, the
fixture, and the process, as well as with respect to time
and space, such a choice becomes arbitrary in a dy-

namic industrial scenario where competing and highly
variable desiderata arise.

On the other hand, in high-precision industrial ap-
plications manufacturers have rigorous and detailed spec-

ifications which (a) have to be satisfied without compro-
mise or mutual compensation and (b) leave only lim-
ited possibility for further optimization and improve-

ment of the process quality through planning. In brief,
what manufacturers seek is a task plan that will unfail-
ingly satisfy all requirements exactly as specified, not

one that will endeavor to ”improve” on them by prior-
itizing a single parameter above the others. Thus, the
emphasis shifts from the search of an optimum to the

satisfaction of constraints. Therefore, a novel but nat-
ural approach to such a planning task is to view it as
a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), a well-known

method in ”Artificial Intelligence” [27]. We consider the
path planning task as a finite domain CSP: given a set
of variables, together with a finite set of possible values

that can be assigned to each variable, and a list of con-
straints, find particular values of all the variables (i.e.
a complete assignment) that satisfy every constraint.

A variety of approaches can be used to solve a CSP.
Integer programming techniques (cutting plane meth-
ods and branch and bound) can be applied to find an

exact solution [28]. On the other hand, there are vari-
ous approaches that provide an approximate solution,
including local search, simulated annealing, genetic al-

gorithms, etc. These approaches usually try to improve
an initial complete assignment to CSP variables. A CSP
algorithm can be designed to find: just one feasible so-

lution, with no preference as to which one, all solutions
or an optimal (or at least a good) solution, given some
objective function defined in terms of some or all of the

variables. Although the aim of typical algorithms for
solving CSPs is to find a feasible solution, they can be
adapted to finding an optimal solution. For example a

new (objective) constraint is introduced specifying that
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the value of the objective variable must be better than

in the initial or previous solution.
By constraint programming (CP), we mean the com-

puter implementation of an algorithm for solving CSPs

[29]. Here the focus is on general-purpose form and ef-
ficiency of the implementation.

There is a specific technique that is widely used for

solving CSPs – it uses tree search combined with back-
tracking, forward checking (constraint propagation) and
maintaining arc consistency [27]. Each node of the search

tree corresponds to a partial solution in which the val-
ues of some variables are determined but the values
of other variables remain to be decided. A transition to

next node means an assignment to a yet non-determined
variable. We consider such a search algorithm with in-
cremental assignment strategy to be ideally suitable to

solve the path planning task of active supports in Swar-
mItFIX. In general planning is the process of finding a
sequence of actions that transfer the world from some

initial state to a desired state [30]. A general-purpose
(reusable) solution to this problem can be efficiently
achieved by using constraint satisfaction search tech-
niques.

In this paper we define a path planning problem for
each of the three agent parts, the supporting head, the
mobile base, and the PKM posture, in terms of a CSP.

Thus, the same computing tool, an incremental CSP
search algorithm, can be used to solve the three parts
of the planning problem. The three CSP solution proce-

dures are referred to as Head CSP, Base CSP, and PKM
CSP. For greater efficiency, the three CSP searches are
organized hierarchically. This structure allows to verify

single assignments within Head CSP, by assignments
within Base CSP, which are then in turn verified by
assignments within the PKM CSP. To the best of our

knowledge use of such hierarchical CSP searches is a
novel technique.

Let us also observe, that in our approach the manip-

ulator joints paths (e.g. [31]) will be solved directly by
the control unit of a manipulator [32], while the planner
provides and checks goal positions only.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
The planning problem for cooperating fixturing agents
is formulated in Section 2. The CSP-based planner is

described in Section 3. The final time trajectory search
is presented in section 4. Examples of task plans in
milling or drilling processes are given in Section 5. Final

conclusions are drawn in section 6.

2 Problem Definition

A typical application scenario of the SwarmItFIX project

and in particular the role of our planner is illustrated

in Fig. 2. A stationary thin-sheet workpiece is subject

to a sequence of processes (such as milling, holing, or
drilling) by a moving machine tool. The part is held in
place by a limited number of static fixtures (not shown)

that can support its weight but cannot adequately resist
the large machining forces. The latter task is fulfilled
by two (or more) mobile robotic agents that follow the

progress of the machine tool and alternate to provide
support of the piece in the immediate vicinity of the
machined area. The purpose of the planner is to gener-

ate a path- and time-plan for every part of every mobile
agent that satisfies given work-piece machining require-
ments, is collision-free and that guarantees the agents

are timely following the CNC-tool.

2.1 Cooperating mobile fixturing agents

Every mobile unit, referred to as a physical agent, is
composed of a mobile robot base, a parallel kinematic
machine (PKM) fixed to the mobile platform, and an

adaptable head (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 The bench and the components of a mobile fixturing
agent: mobile base, parallel kinematic machine (PKM), and
adaptable head.

To accommodate thin-sheet parts with more com-
plex geometry, each mobile agent is equipped with an

adaptable head able to conform to the workpiece shape
[33]. Shape adaptability (e.g., realized by means of a
phase-changing magneto-rheological fluid) together with

a reliable adhesion subsystem (e.g., using vacuum suc-
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Fig. 2 The general role of the planner in SwarmItFIX.

tion) allow to quickly achieve a close match of the local
geometry of the surface and a secure hold of the part.
To ensure good rigidity in all directions, the manipula-

tor used to position and orient the supporting head is
a parallel mechanism (or Parallel Kinematic Machine,
PKM). The SwarmItFIX project uses a new small scale

model of the Exechon tripod, specially designed for this
purpose [34]. The manipulator is placed on a mobile
base capable of rapid locomotion along and secure in-

stant docking to a flat (but not necessarily horizontal)
bench [35], [36].

2.2 Work parts

Two aircraft parts, with significantly different size and
curvature, were chosen to demonstrate the efficiency of

the task planner. Part 1 (Fig. 4) is a left-side sub-wing
fuselage panel. When projected on a plane its dimen-
sions do not exceed 600mm×700mm , while its average

curvature is 0.0011mm−1. For part Part 2, a vertical fin
panel, these measurements are 2800mm×1100mm and
0.0003 mm−1, respectively (Fig. 5). These workpieces

represent well the range of likely manufacturing sce-
narios in the production of small to medium airplanes,
one of the main targeted application areas of the new

fixturing system.

2.3 Planner

Our goal is to develop a task planner for a pair of mo-
bile supporting agents. i.e. to generate the path and
time-related (trajectory) plan for such agents. The sup-

porting agents must guarantee stable support for the
fragment of the workpiece being currently machined.

The required support stability for a given machin-
ing process is achieved when a set of constraints on the

relative location of the tool and the supporting heads

is satisfied. Moreover, for each agent, the supporting
head can move continuously but must remain within
the workspace of the PKM, while the mobile bases can

only make discrete displacement steps between a finite
set of locations, as determined by the docking and lo-
comotion subsystems. Furthermore, motion speed must

match the motor constraints.

3 Planner structure

3.1 Modules

The planner is composed of six modules (Fig. 6): an

Init module, a control module (1), three path planning
modules (2)–(4), and a trajectory planner (5).

The module Init is executed only once per work-

piece and its goal is to analyze the workpiece and to
decompose it into segments.

The component (1), calledMain Loop, exercises over-

all control over plan creation. It may happen that at
some contour segment the on-line execution of the plan
must be stopped. This happens when a single plan for

the entire workpiece does not exist and the machining
process must be split into several parts.

The remaining four modules constitute consecutive

layers in a hierarchic structure. The modules Head-
CSP (2), Base-CSP (3) and PKM-CSP (4) perform
appropriate stages of path planning while using a so-

called Triple-CSP approach. By applying an incremen-
tal state-space search, these subroutines create head
paths, base paths, and PKM paths, respectively.

After a path plan is found (by modules (2)-(4)) it is
verified by module (5), the Trajectory Planner. All ac-
tions of the path plan must be executed in time and in a

given order defined by situation indices. The Trajectory
Planner tests if the obtained path plan satisfies the con-
straints resulting from the time limits (set by the task

requirements and the system’s dynamic capabilities).
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Fig. 4 A regular part with high curvature for hole drilling
and milling Fig. 5 A nearly flat part with irregular milling contour

(2) Head path search

( )H -CSPEAD

(3) Base path search

( B -CSP )ASE

(4) PKM path search

( )P -CSPKM

(1) Main Loop

Segments(I) Failure or Plan(I)

Failure or Plan(I,J)H-path(I,J)

Failure or )Plan(I,J,K
H-B-path(I,J,K)

(5) Trajectory Planner

Plan

Agent-independent

Head
constraints

Base
constraints

PKM
constraints

Agent-dependent

( )
Workpiece analysis

INIT

CAD/CAM
data

Segments
and vertices

Workpiece- dependent

Failure or Times(I,J,K)

H-B-P-path(I,J,K)

N HEXT EAD

N BEXT ASE

N PEXT KM

Fig. 6 The modular structure of the planner with its three main parts: workpiece-dependent, agent-independent, and agent-
dependent. The counters I,J, and K denote the incremental creation and verification of the path plan. Index I denotes the
currently planned part of the contour; J counts a segment within the current given contour part, and K indicates the position
along the current segment.

3.2 The Init module

This module performs workpiece analysis by consider-
ing the head parameters, the CAD/CAM data describ-

ing the workpiece, and the contour to be machined. Be-
fore path-planning begins, the contour is divided into
line segments separated by vertices. The task of Init

is to identify and classifying these vertices. The distin-
guished classes depend on the head shape; we use an
equilateral triangular head with 100 mm sides. In gen-

eral, a contour segment is a polyline with many inter-

mediate line endings, and two segment endings called
vertices. In practice we expect the length of a line seg-
ment to be at least 100 mm (the side length of the

head).

A contour point is a true vertex if it satisfies the
following conditions:

1) it marks a line segment ending, i.e. a point at which

a rapid change of the contour’s curvature appears,
measured within a local neighborhood;

2) two consecutive vertices should be connected by a

sufficiently long line segment (this condition is needed
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to avoid contour segments with lengths less than a

head’s side length - if two line endings points are at
close distance to each other then only one of them
can be a vertex point).

The vertex type is determined by the angle value, α,
between the two adjoining line segments. For the chosen
triangular head, these types are defined (Fig. 7):

– Type 0: α < 60◦, → a start vertex;
– Type 1: 60◦ ≤ α < 90◦, → a vertex populated by a

single head with two active sides
– Type 2: 90◦ ≤ α < 120◦, → a vertex populated by

a single head with one active side

– Type 3: 120◦ ≤ α < 165◦, → a vertex populated by
two heads.

The line ending points with aligned angles, α ≥ 165◦,
are considered only to be endpoints of inner-segment
edges (and not true segment vertices).

hlast ( )i

120 < a <= 165

l
i

l
i+1

60 < a <= 90

hlast ( )i

l
ii

l
i+1

90 < a <=120

l
ii

l
i+1

last ( )i
h

Fig. 7 Positioning the last head assigned to a line segment
li at a vertex of Type 1, 2, or 3.

3.3 Main Loop

This module performs the overall control of the path
planning process. The Head Planner (module (2)) is it-
eratively called for subparts of the contour if no single

plan for the entire contour can be generated. Eventu-
ally each call returns a partial plan. Partial plans are
combined into a total plan. The handling of eventual

failures returned by module (2) is as follows: changing
the start vertex and/or splitting the contour into sub-
contours for which independent plans need to be found.

The input to this module is a contour description
consisting of a sequence of classified line segments and
corresponding vertices. At the I-th iteration it callsHead

Planner by passing Data(I) (data describing the entire
contour or a subset of it). Head Planner either returns
a Failure (then the current vertex is marked as failed)

or success with a candidate path Plan.

The Main Loop module combines eventual partial

plans obtained by iterative calls of the three CSP mod-
ules into a complete plan for the entire contour.

3.4 Triple CSP for cooperating mobile agents

Formally a discrete CSP (constraint satisfaction prob-
lem) means a search for assignments to a finite set of

variables: {Xi = di|i = 1, ..., N}, where Xi and di ∈ Di

are variables and assigned values, respectively.
A solution to a problem represented as a CSP is

found by a (partly application-independent) depth-first
search with backtracking in the decision tree of alter-
native assignments to given problem variables. A so-

lution to the CSP is every complete assignment (i.e.
a path from root node to terminal node of length N)
that satisfies the set of constraints. With such a model

of the problem an application-independent re-usable
search algorithm can be designed. Then, it is sufficient
to fit the search-based control with some agent-dependent

data and functions — related to single-variable assign-
ments and constraints — to design a complete solution
algorithm.

3.4.1 CSP variables

Let us distinguish three Cartesian coordinate systems,
with respect to which the agent’s parameter values will
be set:

1. W - the world coordinate system XWYWZW af-
fixed to selected corner of the bench,

2. B - the mobile base coordinate system - a local sys-
tem affixed to the center of the base,

3. P - the local PKM coordinate system XPY PZP

affixed to the center of the PKM end-effector plat-
form.

Appropriate parameter vectors will be defined with re-

spect to one of these systems, for every agent’s part:
base, head and PKM. The parameter vectors are de-
fined in Subsection 3.4.2. A separate head coordinate

system is not referred - the head variables will be ex-
pressed in the global coordinate system. The world (bench)
coordinates are related to the CNC coordinates by a

simple translation in the X-Z plane.
As the required plan will contain a sequence of po-

sitions in time for every agent, the parameter vector of

every part need to be extended by 2 discrete situation
indices:

– Tbeg - time index of latest possible action end to
reach current position,

– Tend - time index of earliest possible action start to

move to next position.
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The plan contains three lists of states for the sub-

components of each agent, containing the consecutive
locations of heads, bases, and PKMs, respectively. A
transition between two consecutive states of one agent

is specified as:

1. head transition → by a sequence of PKM states;
2. base transition and corresponding rotation of PKM

platform → by a ”base action” state baction;

3. PKM, no explicite transition specification — we as-
sume that the transitions between 2 consecutive PKM-
states are performed linearly in the object space.

3.4.2 State parameters

The state of a head-part of a single agent is:

h = [Tbeg, Tend, hc
W
x , hc

W
y , hc

W
z , hα

W , hβ
W , hγ

W ],(1)

where (hc
W
x , hc

W
y , hc

W
z ) is the location of the head ref-

erence point in world coordinates (i.e. relative to bench)

and hα
W , hβ

W , hγ
W are rotation angles (around Z, Y,X,

respectively) specifying the head orientation in world
frame. The actions of a head are due to the transi-
tions of the PKM state: every head structure contains

a list of PKM state-indices — these PKM-states are
necessary to reach given head state from the predeces-
sor head state.

The state of a base-part of a single agent is:

b = [Tbeg, Tend, bc
W
x , bc

W
y , bc

W
z , bθ

W ;b pkmθ
W ], (2)

where (bc
W
x , bc

W
y , bc

W
z ) are 3D world coordinates of the

base’s reference point bC (i.e. position relative to the
bench plane origin), bθ

W is a rotation angle, which spec-

ifies the orientation of base in the 2D coordinate system
XWZW , related to the bench plane, and bpkmθ

W spec-
ifies the orientation of the rotatable PKM platform, also

given in the global 2D coordinate system XWZW .
We consider bpkmθ

W to be an element of the base
state, to check a constraint with respect to bθ

W (the

orientation difference bθ
W −b pkmθ

W must be within
< −2π, 2π >) by the Base-CSP search module.

In order to transit from current base position to a

next base position there is a list of base-action states
specified, where a single base action is:

baction = [Tbeg, Tend, bpin
B, bdθ

W , bdPkmθ
W ]. (3)

Here we need to determine the pin around which the ro-
tation will be done, the amount and sign of this rotation

( bdθ
W ) and also the (usually contradicting) rotation of

the PKM platform (bdPkmθ
W ).

The state of the PKM of an agent is:

p = [Tbeg, Tend, ϕ
W
0 , leg1, leg2, leg3, ψ

P
1 , ψ

P
2 , ψ

P
3 , β

P
7 ], (4)

where ϕB0 is the rotation angle of frame XY attached

to the PKM platform (the PKM frame), expressed in

world frame, (leg1, leg2, leg3) are lengths of three legs,

(ψB
1 , ψ

B
2 , ψ

B
3 ) are rotation angles of the PKM wrist,

these are Z − Y − Z Euler angles expressed in PKM
frame. The final 7th degree of freedom βB

7 is a rotation

angle around the current head’s Z axis, expressed in
the PKM frame.

A PKM action, that specifies how to transit from

one PKM state to the other, is defined by the agent’s
controller itself. In the path plan we need only to specify
a collision-free sequence of PKM states, that leads from

current head position to the next one. This solution is
found during PKM-CSP search.

3.4.3 Constraints

A path plan for the agents needs to satisfy a set of ge-
ometric constraints. For the cooperating mobile agents
we need to define:

– Geometric constraints between agents and the work-
piece contour: expressing the necessary physical re-

quirements for adequate support for the given work-
piece and machining process.

– The workspace of the PKM: used to check quickly

feasible base-head position pairs.
– Geometric constraints between bases and PKMs:

needed to avoid collisions between agents during

base position transitions.
– The inverse kinematics problem solution of the PKM:

used when defining feasible PKM states for consec-

utive head positions.

4 Time (trajectory) planner

This module requires dynamic models of the bases, the

PKMs and the heads, so that the durations of various
agent actions can be evaluated, e.g., locking and unlock-
ing of the bases, accelerating and decelerating a PKM

leg motion, and mounting and demounting the head on
the workpiece.

The time schedule of an agents actions is induced
by the required time points of head support and head
relocation. As illustrated in Fig. 8, there is basically a

sequence of three time periods that appears repeatedly.
In the first period, [Tbeg1, Tbeg2], only the first agent is
supporting the workpiece and its state h1 is constant;
in the second period, [Tbeg2, Tend1], both agents need to

be fixed and jointly support the workpiece; finally in
the third period, [Tend1, Tbeg3], the second agents state
h2 is constant, whereas the first agent is transitioning

from h1 to h3.

The limits of these time intervals are crucial for

time planning. Fig. 9 illustrates how they are obtained.
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Based on the support-force distribution analysis we can

set a field threshold F for single head support. This
leads to the constraint, active field <= F , where active field
is associated with the active head side. For every head

location, equality is reached for two contour points, k1
and k2.

(h1) (h2) (h3)
agent

t

1

2

Tbeg1 Tend1

Tbeg2 Tend2

Tbeg3 Tend3

Fig. 8 The basic sequence of three time intervals

contour
vertex

F

F

head 1

head 2

F
F

F

ActiveActive

Active

A
ct

iv
e

Tend-h0 Tbeg-h2

k1 k2

active_field = F

Tend-prev

k1

Tbeg-next

k2 k1 k2
h1 h2h1 h2

Tend-h1 Tbeg-h3

Fig. 9 The main time points related to “support field” con-
straints

The values of k1 and k2 for a head location deter-
mine two of the time-interval end-points for the neigh-
boring head locations. Indeed, assume that the tool

moves along the contour from left-to-right and from
top-to-bottom. When the it enters the active field zone
(where the active field constraint is satisfied) at the

point k1 it sets the time point Tend−prev. When it leaves,
the tool sets the time point Tbeg−next. Here prev and
next refer to the previous and next head state in the

plan. During the period, [Tbeg−h1, Tend−h1], the head
h1 should stay in constant position, while the second
head is moving to its new state. In practice, the head

h1 should be fixed in a given position not later than
Tbeg−h1 and it should start its relocation action not
earlier than Tend−h1. In corner areas of the workpiece,

a head usually has two active support sides. In such
a case, the inner limit points of the two fields are not
relevant — the tool enters the left side of the first field

and leaves the right side of the second field.

5 Results

Test of plans generated for various drilling and milling

processes have been run in real-life conditions (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 The real arrangement of the system (the bench and
two mobile agents) in a factory.

In the following, two examples of successfully executed
plans are given.

5.1 Discrete domains

In general the state variables for the heads, the mo-

bile bases and the PKMs are real-valued vectors. This
would lead to an infinite number of possible positions
and configurations of the agent. But a discrete CSP can

efficiently handle only a finite state space. Therefore,
the continuous domain of each variable needs to be ap-
proximated by a finite set of discrete values taken with

sufficient resolution. For example, if a parameter rep-
resenting a rotation angle can take values from a con-
tinuous interval, [−30o, 30o], then we might be satisfied

with an approximation with resolution of 1o by a set of
61 discrete angle values: {−30,−29, ..., 0, ...29, 30}. The
resolution of relative discrete locations for a single head

can be set to: n× n, where n = 1 + (2dmax/dmin).

Even with such a necessary discrete realization, the
number of domain values can be very high. Fortunately,
for most of our CSP variables there exist local opti-

mization criteria, that allow to order the domain values
starting with the the most promising ones. For example,
looking for a relative orientation of the head triangle

along a workpiece contour we shall select the parallel-
to-contour orientation (i.e. with angle value 0o) as the
best one.

5.2 Regularity conditions

The planner can return a feasible path plan if the work-

piece contour is regular, i.e., if it satisfies these proper-
ties:

1. Line regularity: For each segment, at least one head

can be placed between the adjoining vertices.
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2. Area regularity: The inner area bordering three con-

secutive edges of a contour is sufficiently large to
include two consecutive heads.

These are necessary properties — required by our
head allocation strategy. A single segment need to be
supported by at least one head position (causing line

regularity) and a single head can have up to two “ac-
tive” sides (this explains the area regularity). In general
there is no guarantee that a feasible plan will be found

for regular contours.

5.3 Workpiece segmentation

The segmentation results for the contour of Part 2 (Fig. 5)
are illustrated in Fig. 11.

Contour corners are not considered to be vertices
(i.e., endpoints of segments) if their angles are larger
than 120o or they are at a small distance (as compared

to the head-side length) to a “dominating” corner (i.e.
with a lower vertex-type index). Hence, some more cor-
ners are filtered from the vertices list in order to avoid

small-size segments.

The start point is selected at a vertex of type 0. It is
difficult or even impossible to locate any intermediate
head at such a corner, and so the path plan would nor-

mally be interrupted there. In contrast, a Type 0 “start
vertex” causes no problems.

The contour of Part 1 (Fig. 4) consists mainly of
long linear segments causing no serious difficulties for

the head initialization procedure. The Part 2 contour is
more difficult to process as it consists of many small line
segments and the contours direction changes rapidly

many times.

5.4 Head and base path plan

Consider the milling process of the contour of Part

2 first. The head distance thresholds are set as fol-
lows: Dmin = 2 mm, Dmax = 20 mm, Dh = 20 mm.
Many candidate head path plans satisfying the head

constraints can be generated.

The parameters used by Base-CSP correspond to
the bench resolution and the mobile base size: distance
between pins (340.35 mm), working zone radius (be-

tween 340 mm and 460 mm), and base perimeter (590 mm).
An illustration of the head and base path plan with two
mobile agents for a considered workpiece is shown in

Fig. 12.

5.5 Drilling around a circle

We apply the same approach for the path plan gener-
ation of a hole drilling process (Fig. 13). There will be
a difference only at the time-related (trajectory) plan-

ning stage. Let us consider two hole drilling sequences
required for the second contour: (a) hole drilling around
a circle, and (b) along a polygonal-like contour.

Our approach requires that the circle is first ap-
proximated by a regular polygon. There can be many
possible approximations with different number of sides.

A side must be sufficiently long, at least equal to the
half of the head side length.

Fig. 13 Illustration of actual mobile support during hole
drilling in a factory.

There are 7 holes to be drilled, hence let us first ap-

proximate the circle by a 7-sided open polyline, where
the lines are of tangential directions to the circle at
the drilling points. The edge lengths are similar to a

head side length. For a second approximation we use
a 15-sided closed polygon. In both cases the planner
recognizes the contour to consist of a single segment

only. The head plans have 7 and 8 head states, respec-
tively (Fig. 14). The head and base plan for a 15-sided
polygon is shown on Fig. 15.

Fig. 14 Two head plans for the hole drilling around a circle
approximated by a 7- or 15-sided-polygon.
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Fig. 11 The appropriate start vertex is selected and the segments are renumbered. In this case the vertex of type 0 is selected
as the start vertex.

Fig. 12 The head and base plan for the entire contour (top view - projection onto the bench).

5.6 Drilling along a contour

A complete plan consists of four parts, i.e. the path

plans for heads, bases and PKMs, as well as the time
plan for all positions and actions in the path plans. Let
us consider the hole drilling process along the outer

contour of the first workpiece (Part 1). In Fig. 16 we
illustrate the head- and base-path plan generated for
the the first part of this drilling process. For the cor-

responding PKM path plan, given in XML-format, see
Appendix B. The time- (trajectory) plan for a drilling
or milling is specified in terms of the < TBeg > and

< TEnd > fields (i.e. the enter end exit times) for every
part (head, base, PKM) of every agent. In the exper-
iment the tool speed along distances between holes is

5 mm/s, while the total time for drilling a single hole

is 3 s. The plan contains also a time schedule for visit-
ing contour corners (in milling) and holes (in drilling)
(both < TBeg > and < TEnd > times), that allows

the agent’s controller [32] to synchronize the plan execu-
tion with the CNC machine and to react to unexpected
events or time delays.

6 Conclusions

Our work addresses a reconfigurable robotic fixture au-
tonomously offering stable support during the machin-

ing of complex and flexible parts. This novel industrial
solution to the fixturing problems can provide a valu-
able highly-automated component in the organization

of production and in this way contribute to the further
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Fig. 15 The head and base plans for the hole drilling around
a circle approximated by a 15-sided-polygon.

Fig. 16 A head- and base-plan for hole drilling along the
outer contour of the first workpiece.

development of the flexible and resilient manufacturing

systems of the future [9].

The originality of our contribution stems from the

novelty of the SwarmItFIX concept. The fixturing sys-
tem has an unprecedented degree of autonomy and the
capacity to handle a wide variety of parts, including

large and flexible thin sheets. Other existing systems
still require human intervention in order to perform re-
configuration and only very few are able to support

flexible parts [38–42]. The new system has significant
advantages over state-of-the-art RFAs or pin-type sys-
tems; it has the potential to be a more agile, smarter,

and cheaper industrial solution.

The new concept of fixturing poses a novel and mul-

tifaceted task planning problem, resolved by the CSP
planner. It follows the methodology of constraint sat-
isfaction problems (CSP). In our approach we define

the path planning problem for the three parts of agents
(head, mobile base, and PKM) in terms of three CSPs.
Thus the same computation tool, an incremental search

algorithm for CSP, can be used to solve the three parts
of the planning problem. For efficiency reasons, a hier-
archy of three incrementally solved CSPs is proposed.

This structure allows to verify single assignments within
head CSP, performed for the head plan, by assignments
within the base CSP, and these in turn are verified by

assignments within the PKM CSP.
An important design feature is the use of local op-

timization as a search heuristics, i.e. the competitive

variable assignments are ordered according to appro-
priate optimization criteria and “better” assignments
are selected and checked first. The general search ap-

proach can be applied in a variety of related applica-
tions: one needs only to provide the search-based al-
gorithm with appropriate agent dependent and process
dependent data and to add functions related to single-

variable assignments and constraints.
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A Notation

hi - head state (a sequence of head states is assigned
to a variable in “Head-CSP” search)

bi - mobile base state (assigned to a variable in
“Base-CSP” search)

pi - PKM state (assigned to a variable in “PKM-
CSP” search)

S - agent’s state, S = [h,b,p]
Xi - variable in general CSP search
XH

i - variable in Head-CSP search
XB

i - variable in Base-CSP search
XP

i - variable in PKM-CSP search
Dmin - distance threshold for head location vs. contour
Dmax - distance threshold for head location vs. contour
Dh - distance threshold for maximum distance be-

tween two successive heads
Tbeg - time index of latest possible action end to reach

current position
Tend - time index of earliest possible action start to

move to next position

B PKM plan

Illustration of the PKM plan in the hole drilling example:
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<pkm>

<item>

<ind>0</ind> <alpha0>1.8186</alpha0>

<l1>0.328078</l1> <l2>0.304345</l2>

<l3>0.329079</l3>

<psi1>0.0871006</psi1> <psi2>-1.05742</psi2>

<psi3>-0.137281</psi3>

<beta7>-0.526275</beta7>

<agent>1</agent>

<TBeg>3</TBeg> <TEnd>19.2926</TEnd>

</item>

<item>

<ind>100</ind> <alpha0>4.63124</alpha0>

<l1>0.301924</l1> <l2>0.287641</l2>

<l3>0.301287</l3>

<psi1>0.0153379</psi1> <psi2>-0.955512</psi2>

<psi3>-0.0232599</psi3>

<beta7>0.630085</beta7>

<agent>2</agent>

<TBeg>17.7844</TBeg> <TEnd>51.9366</TEnd>

</item>

<item>

<ind>120</ind> <alpha0>1.8186</alpha0>

<l1>0.300895</l1> <l2>0.275811</l2>

<l3>0.302872</l3>

<psi1>0.0880273</psi1> <psi2>-1.07176</psi2>

<psi3>-0.140693</psi3>

<beta7>-0.526275</beta7>

<agent>1</agent>

<TBeg>19.979</TBeg> <TEnd>19.979</TEnd>

</item>

<item>

<ind>140</ind> <alpha0>1.98294</alpha0>

<l1>0.32085</l1> <l2>0.24162</l2>

<l3>0.32085</l3>

<psi1>0</psi1> <psi2>-1.44318</psi2>

<psi3>0</psi3>

<beta7>-0.690617</beta7>

<agent>1</agent>

<TBeg>20.2024</TBeg> <TEnd>20.2024</TEnd>

</item>

<item>

<ind>160</ind> <alpha0>2.49461</alpha0>

<l1>0.32085</l1> <l2>0.24162</l2>

<l3>0.32085</l3>

<psi1>0</psi1> <psi2>-1.44318</psi2>

<psi3>0</psi3>

<beta7>-1.42207</beta7>

<agent>1</agent>

<TBeg>21.3167</TBeg> <TEnd>21.3167</TEnd>

</item>

<item>

<ind>180</ind> <alpha0>2.33026</alpha0>

<l1>0.267749</l1> <l2>0.301251</l2>

<l3>0.267488</l3>

<psi1>0.0081074</psi1> <psi2>-0.681787</psi2>

<psi3>-0.0109748</psi3>

<beta7>-1.25772</beta7>

<agent>1</agent>

<TBeg>21.5516</TBeg> <TEnd>21.5516</TEnd>

</item>

<item>

<ind>200</ind> <alpha0>2.33026</alpha0>

<l1>0.295595</l1> <l2>0.326589</l2>

<l3>0.295349</l3>

<psi1>0.00778439</psi1> <psi2>-0.689414</psi2>

<psi3>-0.0105845</psi3>

<beta7>-1.25772</beta7>

<agent>1</agent>

<TBeg>22.2374</TBeg> <TEnd>22.2374</TEnd>

</item>

<item>

<ind>220</ind> <alpha0>4.63124</alpha0>

<l1>0.274351</l1> <l2>0.259441</l2>

<l3>0.273685</l3>

<psi1>0.0156016</psi1> <psi2>-0.96785</psi2>

<psi3>-0.0239012</psi3>

<beta7>0.630085</beta7>

<agent>2</agent>

<TBeg>52.6226</TBeg> <TEnd>52.6226</TEnd>

</item>

...

<item>

<ind>300</ind> <alpha0>4.09309</alpha0>

<l1>0.291838</l1> <l2>0.319597</l2>

<l3>0.292371</l3>

<psi1>-0.0134551</psi1> <psi2>-0.700625</psi2>

<psi3>0.0183708</psi3>

<beta7>-0.926153</beta7>

<agent>2</agent>

<TBeg>54.9178</TBeg> <TEnd>54.9178</TEnd>

</item>

...

</pkm>

<pNum>57</pNum>
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